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------- 2.7Kin GENERAL CHARACTERISTICSKm • 5%OVERSIZlNG (RADIATION)
• TRIP TtME - 1B0 DAYS
WED • ISP" 7000 SEC
"_ ',.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'..'.'..'.'.'.'..'...'.'.'.'..',ARRAY
•. STOWED , " _
' I 1 ARRAY •NO. MODULES 6 2
/ • MODULE MASS (106KG) 8.7 23.7I I
• POWER REQ'D (106Kw) 0.3 0.81I •
I-- ' _,= • ARRAY" 13 365.4Km .1.1 • OTS DRY (106KG) .1 2.9
"" _ _ "='--" • ARGON (X06KG) 2.0 5.6\ • LO21LH2 (106KG) 1.0 2.8
' TANKS • ELEC THRUST (103_N) 4.5 12.2
• CHEM THRUST (10JN) 12,0 5.0
I 1





PANEL SIZE: 24x38m 48x57m
NO. THRUSTERS: 560 1680
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INDEPENDENTPOWEREOTVCONFIGURATIONCONCEPT- BOEING





,.,. ,s,o._ ,,_Q,.,_o TO,,:_,.,
• ARRAY AREA ,, 1.8 Km2 DOWrJ - 200 MT
• ELEC THRUST - 3345 N •TRIP TIME:
• EMPTY MASS ,,1462 MT 1044 m UP - 180 DAYS
DOtM_ - 40 DAYS










I L ..,..CT..----• NO PROCEBING• NO REGULATION
THR ST R 289THRUSTERS • NO PROCESSING
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BEAM CURRENT: 80.0 AMId.
ACCEL. VOLTAGE: 800.0 V.
DISCHARGE VOLTAGE: 30.0 V. (FLOATING)
COUPLING VOLTAGE,* 11.0 V.
DBI.. ION RATES: 0.16 (J2JJ1)
NEUTRAL EFFLUX: 4.8384 AMP. EQUIV.
DIVERGENCE: 0.98
DISCHARGE LO_: 187.3 EV/ION





SCREEN (BEAM) VOLTAGE: 1700 V.
INPUT POWER: 130 KW
THRUST: 2.9 N
EFFICIENCY: 78












































ARGON 470MT@ $1/KG 470
02 39MT @ $.037/KG 1
H2 7 MT@ $1.53/KG 11
REFURBISHMENT 11,300
PROGRAMSUPPORT 500




WEIGHT- kG X 10-6
EOTVDRY 0.759 1400M
PROPF.LLANT0.849 _.__
PAYLOAD 6.860 "_TOTAL 8.4 8
1500M
ARGONIONTHRUSTERCHARACTERISTICS- ROCKWELL
MAXIMUMTOTALVOLTAGE,VOLT 4405
MAXIMUMOPERATINGTEMP,OK 1330
SCREENGRIDVOLTAGE,VOLT 1880
ACCELERATORG IDVOLTAGE,VOLT -2525
BEAMCURRENT,AMP 1500
BEAMPOWER,WATT 2.8x 106
SPECIFICIMPULSE,SEC 7963
THRUST,NEWTON 56.26
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BEAMCURRENTVS.THRUSTERLIFEASSUMPTIONS
BEAMCURRENT- 80AMPS/M2 1500AMPS/M2
THRUSTERLIFE- 8000HOURS 4000HOURS
EOTVKEYISSUETECHNOLOGYNEEDS- GENERAL:
e CAPABILITYFORCOMPREHENSIVEANALYSESOFCOMPLEX,EXTREMELY
LARGESTRUCTURESUNDERGRAVITYGRADIENTLOADS,NON-CONSTANT
APPLIEDFORCES,ANDTHERMALTRANSIENTS.(STRUCTURALCANNOT
BETESTEDUNTILITISCONSTRUCTEDINSPACE.)
e SELECTIONFSTRUCTURALMATERIALSFORTHERTHERMAL,VACUUM,AND
RADIATIONE VIRONMENTOFLEO-GEOFLIGHT.MEASUREMENTOFREQUIRED
PROPERTIESFORDESIGN.
e ANNEALINGOFRADIATIONDAMAGEINSOLARCELLS.
e HIGHLYRELIABLE,REDUNDANTA TITUDE-CONTROLSYSTEMWHICH
GUA_NTEESTABILITYDURINGOCCULATIONFTHESUN,
e AUTONOMOUSNAVIGATION,GUIDANCE,ANDCONTROLSYSTEM.
• MEANSTOASSUREAGAINSTRE-ENTRYFROMLOW-EARTHORBIT.
ELECTRICPROPULSION- KEYISSUES
• TECHNOLOGYFORSCALINGIONTHRUSTERSFROM30 CMTO100CMANDABOVE.
- GRIDSTABILITY
- MULTIPLECATHODEDESIGN
. REPLACEMENTOFMERCURYBYARGONASPROPELLANT.
. IONOSPHERICEFFECTSOFARGON.
. SYSTEMSDESIGNTRADEDATATOSELECT:
- THRUSTERLIFE
- POWER
- THRUST
- IsP
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